Police Report for June 2016
This THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE took place between 21:30:00 on
WEDNESDAY 01-JUN-2016 and 06:30:00 on THURSDAY 02-JUN-2016 at
LAYBY, WORCESTER RD, CROSSWAY GREEN, STOURPORT ON
SEVERN, WORCESTERSHIRE, DY13 9SJ
Between Offence times stated a Scania Car Transporter was parked in a
layby off south bound side dual carriage way which is screened from the road
by a row of trees/shrubs. POPUK has removed diesel from the fuel tank of the
truck by means unknown and left in direction unknown
This THEFT IN DWELLING took place between 09:00:00 on WEDNESDAY
18-MAY-2016 and 14:00:00 on TUESDAY 07-JUN-2016 at STANKLYN LA,
SUMMERFIELD, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE,
Between offence times stated IP had left an envelope containing cash and her
photocard driving licence, in a drawer located in a desk in her bedroom.
POPUK have removed envelope from location at premises and left in direction
unknown. Between these times the property has been open to the public for
prearranged appointments
This BURGLARY GARAGE- THEFT took place between 18:00:00 on
TUESDAY 07-JUN-2016 and 21:00:00 on THURSDAY 09-JUN-2016 at
TORTON LA, TORTON, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE
Between the material times and at the location as stated POPUK have gained
entry into the IP’s garage by means of cutting the locks off the gates to the
property and walking up the rear drive into the farm yard. The offender(s)
have then gained entry to the garage and have removed a black quad bike
(Chinese made – no serial number) and 20lts of diesel in a can, egress as
entry, nothing seen or heard and no CCTV in area
This ATTEMPT THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE took place between
18:10:00 on WEDNESDAY 15-JUN-2016 and 18:15:00 on WEDNESDAY 15JUN-2016 at SUMMERFIELD LA, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE,
Victim parked his vehicle front of the drive. At 18:10 hours victim arrived home
and saw two males attempting to break into his vehicle, males made off in a
Red People carrier type vehicle towards Worcester
This ATTEMPT THEFT took place between 02:30:00 on THURSDAY 16JUN-2016 and 02:50:00 on THURSDAY 16-JUN-2016 at TORTON LA,
TORTON, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE,
Between 02:30hrs and 02:50hrs on the 16th june 2016, two unknown persons
have entered an enclosed walled courtyard infront of barn conversion. They
have entered this area by climbing a rear wall and using a ladder to get down
into the yard. They have then avoided the security lights and made their way
to the front of the garage. Once at the doors they have attempted to prise one
of these open by an unknown means. Whilst doing this they have woken the
occupants of the dwelling who have shouted out at these people. The two
unknown males have then stopped what they were doing and opened the
gates to the courtyard and ran down the drive and turned left running up the
hill towards the droitwich road. The ip had three cars parked on the edge of
the road. The unknown males as they have ran past these cars have
smashed windows on all three vehicles before making their escape.

This BURGLARY GARAGE took place between 12:30:00 on FRIDAY 10JUN-2016 and 19:47:00 on THURSDAY 16-JUN-2016 at WHITLENGE LA,
HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE,
Between the stated times the premises in a rural area has been approached
by persons unknown, who have gone to the rear of the premises, and used a
blunt implement possibly a crowbar to prise open a garage door at the rear of
the premises. Persons unknown have entered, where it is believed they have
made a search of the garage workshop, but it is not known at this time if any
items have been taken. Damage has been caused to 4x Bolt locks on the
inside. There is an integral door from the garage to the property, and there
was no attempt to force that door
This THEFT FROM MOTOR VEHICLE took place at 06:31:00 on SUNDAY
19-JUN-2016 at NORCHARD, CROSSWAY GREEN, STOURPORT ON
SEVERN, WORCESTERSHIRE,
Between stated times unknown person/s have approached the location from
an unknown direction. They have used a key to the victims vehcicle to gain
access without causing any damage. Once inside they have taken a sat-nav
(unknown brand) and section of the dashboard. They have also opened the
bonnet and attempted to take parts of the engine and have removed the tow
bar from the vehicle. Offender/s have then left in an unknown direction. No
witnesses or CCTV to the offence and nothing left at scene. It has been
disclosed that a seperate offence took place the previous week in which the
spare car key was stolen by persons unknown. It is believed the offender/s
have returned to the vehicle
This CRIMINAL DAMAGE took place between 23:00:00 on SUNDAY 19JUN-2016 and 10:00:00 on TUESDAY 21-JUN-2016 at 22, THE BIRCHES,
HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE,
During times stated, IP has left his pedal cycle chaine dup to the wall outside
his apartment block. Offender(s) unknown have approached said bike and
have used unknown tool to completely cut through the break wiring. Nothing
seen or heard, no suspects, and no CCTV
This THEFT took place at 22:51:00 on MONDAY 20-JUN-2016 at
WHITLENGE LA, HARTLEBURY, KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE,
2 offenders are beleived to have approached IP's secure compound site via
the rear fields beside the railway line as the fence is low and easy to climb
over. CCTV One person is wearing a high vis jacket and both appear to be
wearing gloves. Upon inspection by IP, they have found part of the fencing cut
through - likely where offenders exited the site. Items stolen include a welding
set and trolley.
This THEFT took place between 12:15:00 on MONDAY 20-JUN-2016 and
12:00:00 on THURSDAY 23-JUN-2016 at PARSONS LA, HARTLEBURY,
KIDDERMINSTER, WORCESTERSHIRE,
Between times stated, person or PUK have by means unknown, cut through 2
padlocks and a thick chain (all taken) securing 2 metal gates at the location
rear driveway to the IP's premises, which is a rural dwelling property. Once
access gained to driveway, the offender/s have taken an unidentifiable trailer
from within

